MAKE A WELL-INFORMED DECISION
ABOUT YOUR NEW FULL ARCH-BRIDGE SMILE
Dr. Hagi’s Answers

Other Answers / Notes

1. How many appointments will it take?
After your Initial Free Consultation, you will have your new teeth in as few as Four
Appointments.

2. How many appointments will it take?
None. You don't have to go anywhere else. We do everything at the DH Smile
Center.

3. How long will I be without teeth?
One Night. The single final bridge is placed in just 1 visit often within 24 hours of
surgery.

4. How many dental implants will I need to support my full-arch bridge?
Most patients only need as few as Four implants. However, Dr. Hagi will determine
the number of implants required for your full-arch bridge based on your individual
needs.

5. Will I need bone-grafting to support my implants?
Most patients don't need bone-grafting. However, it may be required for patients
suffering from extreme bone loss in their jaws.

6. Will I have a temporary bridge before I get my final bridge?
Yes. You will get a Provisional bridge the day after your implants. The Provisional
bridge is usually already made the time you walk in to our clinic. This means your
implants are usually placed in 3 hours or less. Cutting the typical procedure time
nearly in half!

7. How soon can I get my final bridge?
You will wear your Provisional bridge for 3 to 6 months. During this time, your
implants will stabilize and you will become perfectly accustomed to a full arch of
teeth and gums.

8. How long will my bridge last?
Your custom-made Prettau Zirconia bridge is designed to last at least 15 years. With
a success rate of over 99%. The Prettau Zirconia bridge often lasts longer than 15
years for most patients. Make sure to brush regularly and come in for regular
checkups to maintain optimal oral health.

9. What materials do you use to make my bridge?
Your final bridge is custom-milled from a single solid piece of Prettau Zirconia. We
craft it specifically to suit your individual and personal smile requirements.

10. Will my bridge ever lose colour, stain or retain odours?
Prettau Zirconia is non-porous. This means that it doesn't stain, lose colour or attract
or retain odours. The bridge is your teeth and that's how you should care for them.

Brushing twice a day. Most other bridge materials like acrylics are prone to both
stains and odours.

11. How likely is my bridge to build up plaque and harmful bacteria?
Since Prettau Zirconia is non-porous and resistant to stains and odours. It doesn't
attract plaque or the harmful bacteria that breeds in the plaque build-up either.

12. What are the chances that my bridge will chip, break or need replacement?
With an over 99% success rate, the Prettau Zirconia bridge is the strongest aesthetic
dental material today. Meaning that it is chip and wear resistant. Almost no patients
require a replacement bridge unless they have been in a serious accident causing the
bridge to crack or break.

13. Will my bridge wear down from chewing and talking?
Prettau Zirconia is the strongest aesthetic dental material available today. It is harder
than acrylic and is extremely resistant to chipping, cracking and breaking (for the
heavy grinders).

14. How likely am I to develop an infection under my bridge?
Infections are caused by harmful bacteria that breed under plaque build ups. The fact
that Prettau Zirconia does not attract plaque means that there is a minimal risk of
developing an infection. Since there is no build up for the bacteria to breed in. Be
sure to brush regularly to maintain optimal health for your bridge.

15. What guarantee do you provide on your dental work?
We provide a 5 YEAR guarantee on all of our All-on-4 treatments. All of our dental
procedures under warranty will be covered by us at 100% no cost to you. We stand
by our commitment to you. That's why we include 1 YEAR of maintenance. AND
use Premium Components to increase the longevity of your dental implants.

Advantages and Benefits of working with Dr. Hagi
You get your New Teeth in as few as Four Appointments in one clinic
You get the optimal number of implants as per your unique needs
You rarely need bone-grafting
You get your provisional bridge the day after your implants
Your final bridge is custom-milled to your individual smile requirements
Your final bridge is Prettau Zirconia (giving you a beautiful, natural-looking smile)
Your final bridge doesn’t stain, lose colour or attract odours
Your final bridge is resistant to chipping, cracking, and breaking
Your final bridge is resistant to wearing down by chewing (for the heavy grinders)
You have a minimal chance of infection
Your final bridge doesn’t buildup plaque or attract harmful bacteria
Your final bridge will last at least 15 years
Over 99% success rate with 5 Year Guarantee AND 1 Year Maintenance included

TOTAL PROCEDURE COST: Starts at $19,500

Other Benefits

